American School of Classical Studies at Athens is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve, and extend access to Hesperia www.jstor.org ® The geological structure of the marble and the dressing on the small preserved portion of the original back suggest, but do not prove, that the larger piece, and with it presumably the smaller piece, belongs to Stele I. Since fragment g of this stele contains a list of himatia and fragment h begins with the same entry, these stones, which had been set in plaster for display, were dismantled; but no join with the new pieces was discovered. Moreover, spatial considerations of the column of prices suggest that if the new pieces come from Stele I, they should be placed in column II rather than in Column III, for the former is the broadest column for the sales price, having an estimated width of 0. This piece is the seventeenth fragment to be assigned to this stele; many are of considerable size, yet no piece contains an original edge, and it is difficult to relate the pieces except where joins have been made.
The assignment of this piece to Stele VI as fragment p has been made on geological evidence, namely the direction of the mica bands, and because the dressing on the back seems to be the same.
In column I, the nu is inscribed opposite line 6 and the line ending in po opposite line 9.
The high sums in the columns of sales prices suggest a list of real property. 
